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TODAY I WILL REMOVE ALL MISUNDERSTANDING & WRONG INFO ABOUT

KRISHNA CHIRHARAN GOPI LEELA.

PLEASE BOOKMARK THIS THREAD AND REFUTE THOSE WHO ARE DOING

PROPAGANDA.

I often see such kind of images floating around & with wrong info about Bhagwan

Krishna.

So lets start with Gokul..
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Some people are of the view that 'gopi chirharan leela' was vulgar and obscene.People forget that Krishna stayed at Gokul

for merely eleven years. This leela possibly must have been done when he must be eight or nine. How could gestures of a

child can be obscene.

Rishi's and saints have used such words in their scriptures for centuries but we in this modern world are taking their present

day meaning without considering the inner nuances of those words.



Such words were used to make us aware about the pure bhakti which according to them was that there should be no barrier

between Parmatma and devotee.Spiritualists believe that Krishna is ATMA and gopis are VRITI(■■■■■■).

Once the cover of VRITI or attitude is destroyed that is Chirharan and finally when they surrender themselves to the

Atma(Krishna) that is 'Raas'.

■ Credit - Krishna_subconcious & Yogfoundation

I have posted in Social media platforms too, Do follow me there too■

Instagram link■

https://t.co/XrhIzQUFAD

Facebook page link ■

https://t.co/4SDEfhVQNs

Just in case if you have not subscribed to my youtube channel, please do subscribe, I have already posted 4 Videos till now

on different subjects. Do watch them and give your feedback in comments section.

https://t.co/W2jnWlziJC

SS from Bhagwat puran■
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